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Abstract

This paper describes a pilot study to evaluate *Freehand Sketching for Engineers*, a one credit, five week course taught to undergraduate engineering students. The short-term goal of this course was to improve engineering students’ freehand sketching ability and to assess their progress with metrics. The long-term objective (desired learning outcome) of this course is to improve the creativity and innovation of student design projects by enhancing students’ ability to visualize their ideas with freehand sketches. The class met two days a week for 75 min per day. Students were taught to draw simple objects such as electrical boxes, with orthographic, isometric, and oblique views on 8 ½ x 11 in. sheets of blank paper (no grid lines) and wooden #2 pencils. No instruments, such as rulers and compasses, were allowed. The course required students to apply what they learned in the classroom and included many examples of hands-on, active and student-centered learning activities.

Two assessments were performed to measure whether students improved their ability to freehand sketch. The first involved two outside reviewers (industrial designers) who evaluated each student’s sketch of a pipe fitting that was drawn in the first class (pre-test) and a sketch of the same pipe fitting in the eighth class (after 7 hours of instruction - post-test). Sketches were evaluated using a 1 (poor) to 7 (excellent) Likert scale. The second assessment consisted of an evaluation of the final projects, which were a collection of five sketches with different views of an engineered product. Evaluations of the pre- and post-test drawings and the final projects by outside reviewers and positive observations by engineering faculty suggest that this course has the potential to improve students’ ability to sketch objects.

This paper discusses details of the course, provides examples of student sketches, and presents results of outside reviewer assessments. It includes suggestions for a more rigorous assessment of the course to determine its potential to improve students’ ability to sketch objects.

Background and Literature Review

Sketching is a perceptual skill, and it enables a student to spatially visualize many ideas during the conceptual stage of a design project.¹ Research in cognitive psychology and studies of designers point to the importance of drawing in the design process. Sketching is a form of drawing and is important in design because sketching is “visual thinking”.² History reveals the impact of visual thinking. The first engineers, such as Leonardo da Vinci, started as artists during the Renaissance.³ The drawings of da Vinci reveal the thought process of his designs applied to a variety of fields, and these drawings are considered paragons in the fields of engineering and architecture.

Research has shown that engineering students who sketched early in the design process were able to achieve a higher quality of design outcome than students who used only a mental approach (no sketching). In a study by Schutze et. al. three groups of mechanical engineering students designed a garden grill through concept development based on a set of written instructions.⁴ One group was allowed to sketch ideas without restraint, the second group was
allowed to sketch up to 50% completion of the concept, and the third group was not allowed to sketch (solely mental approach). Results showed that the group that was allowed to sketch without restraint produced higher quality concepts (although they required more time to develop the concepts) than the other two groups. In addition, this group rated the design challenge significantly less difficult than did the other two groups.

Other researchers have found that the quantity of brainstormed ideas from sketches drawn during a design project affected the quality of the design outcome. Yang found that a higher quantity of sketches resulted in better design outcomes. In this study Yang tested whether the quantity of sketched concepts, on blank or dimensioned paper, at the beginning of a project and during the entire project correlated with the quality of the design outcome with undergraduate mechanical engineering students at the California Institute of Technology. Only the total number of sketches correlated positively with the design outcome. The general trend was fewer overall drawings in the beginning, more in the middle, and a drop in the quantity of drawings at the end of the project.

During the 1950s, engineering education in the U.S. was reformed (in response to Sputnik), and the Grinter Report emphasized the importance of graphical expression, including sketching, as a means for creative thinking, spatial visualization, and the ability to convey ideas. Although the Grinter Report stated the importance of sketching for engineers, the value of visual thinking in an engineering curriculum has been downgraded during the last two decades, particularly since the advent of CAD technology. In many curricula, freehand sketching is no longer taught to undergraduates, despite the benefits quantified in the literature.

The Freehand Sketching Course at Marquette University

In the winter of 2011, *Freehand Sketching for Engineers* was taught to 22 undergraduate engineering students by a faculty member in mechanical engineering. Students sketched small, simple objects, such as plastic pipe fittings and electrical boxes, with the parallel drawing systems of orthographic, isometric, and oblique views. Students sketched on blank 8 ½ x 11 in. paper with only #2 wooden pencils. No other instruments, such as rulers and protractors, were used.

This sketching course required students to apply what they learned in the classroom and included many examples of hands-on, active learning. Active learning is an instructional method that engages students in the learning process. In active learning students conduct meaningful learning activities connected to what they are doing. While this definition could include traditional activities such as homework, in the education literature active learning most commonly refers to activities that are introduced in the classroom. The core elements of active learning are activities that engage students. Active learning is often contrasted to the traditional lecture format where students passively receive information from an instructor.

**Goal and Desired Learning Outcome of Course**

The short-term goal was to improve engineering students’ freehand sketching ability and to assess their progress with metrics. The long-term objective (desired learning outcome) is to enhance the creativity and innovation of engineering students’ design projects by improving
students’ ability to freehand sketch. This desired learning outcome supports the Marquette University College of Engineering’s goal of increasing the level of active and student-centered learning in the engineering curriculum.

Structure of Course

This course taught students how to visually communicate their ideas, (objects or thought processes), with nothing more than a pencil and a piece of paper. Students used only a wooden #2 pencil on blank, white 8½ x 11in. paper (no grid lines), and they did not use rulers, T-squares, triangles, or any computer software. Twenty-two undergraduate engineering students enrolled in the 5-week, one credit hour course. The class met two days a week for 75 min per day (10 sessions total). Students sketched geometrically-shaped objects with three parallel drawing systems. These included 1) Orthographic (2D -- front, side, top views), 2) Isometric (3D), and 3) Frontal and Plan Oblique (3D). On the first day of the course, students completed a background form in which they self-reported their visual art talent according to the scale (1 to 9) shown in Appendix 1.

Class lectures consisted of the instructor drawing with the same materials that the students used (wooden #2 pencil and blank 8½ x 11 in. paper), with his drawings projected on a screen with a digital camera/projector. For every drawing, the instructor started with a lightly drawn square (2D) or cube (3D) to show how any object or shape can be drawn based on a square or cube. Students created drawings during each class session and were told not to erase the light construction lines in order to show the viewer how the drawing was developed. Students were assigned homework after classes 1 to 7, which typically consisted of drawing simple objects such as electrical or plumbing hardware with the methods discussed in class. Students reported that they spent an average of one hour to do two homework drawings. The contents of the ten class sessions are shown in Appendix 2.

Assessment Results

The median of students’ self-reported visual art talent scores was 4 with a mean of 3.5 (sd= 1.5). A score of 3.5 is between the verbal description for 3 (I can draw a geometric object in top/side/front views that sort of looks like the object; people can recognize the object) and 4 (I can draw a geometric object in 3D (isometric or oblique) that sort of looks like the object; people can recognize the object).

The course was assessed with evaluations of drawings conducted by two outside reviewers, who are veteran industrial designer who have worked with engineers for more than 30 years each. Two sets of drawings from each student were evaluated:

- Each student’s sketch of a pipe fitting that was drawn in the first class (pre-test) and a sketch of the same pipe fitting in the eighth class (after >7 hours of instruction - post-test). Two outside reviewers rated each drawing on a scale from 1 (poor) to 7 (excellent). Students had to complete each sketch in less than 25 min. The reviewers did not know the name of the student or whether each drawing was pre- or post-test during evaluation. Figure 1 shows one student’s pre- and post-test sketches of the pipe fitting.
The final projects, which were a collection of five sketches with different views of an engineered product. Figures 2 to 6 show an example of one final project. Students spent an average of one hour drawing each page of the final project. Both reviewers rated each final project on a scale from 1 (poor) to 7 (excellent).

As indicated in Figures 7 and 8, Reviewer 1 rated the second drawing of the pipe fitting with a median score of 1 point higher than the first drawing (mean=0.9, sd=1.44), and Reviewer 2 rated the second drawing with a median of 0.5 points higher (mean=0.55, sd=1.40). The average difference between pre- and post-test drawings for Reviewer 1 was significantly different than zero (p=0.005) but the average difference for Reviewer 2 was not (p=0.346). Reviewer 1 rated the final projects with a median score of 7 (sd=1.23), and the median score from Reviewer 2 was 4 (sd=1.65), as shown in Figure 9.

Discussion

The assessment methods were intended to test the short-term goal of this project, namely to improve the freehand sketching ability of engineering students, and not the long-term desired learning outcome (to enhance the creativity and innovation of engineering design projects). Assessment of the desired learning outcome would require at least two or more years of study comparing students who have taken the course to a cohort of students who have not taken the course. Thus it is not possible to compare results of this course to those reported in the literature that revealed the benefit of freehand sketching to design outcome.\textsuperscript{4,5} For this reason, this discussion will pertain only to the short-term goal of the course.

The average difference between the evaluations from Reviewer 1 of the pre- and post-test drawings was 0.9, which was statistically significant and appears to be a practical difference, given the short time span between the first and eighth classes (3 ½ weeks). However, the evaluations from Reviewer 2 did not show a significant difference. Thus, based on Reviewer 2’s lack of a significant difference between pre- and post-test assessment data, one cannot conclude that this course achieved the short-term goal of improving the freehand sketching ability of engineering students.

The final project scores were very high from Reviewer 1 (median =7) and moderate from Reviewer 2 (median=4). This difference may have been due to varying expectations of the reviewers, who are industrial designers who have worked with engineers for over 30 years each. Each reviewer was told a priori to evaluate the drawings based on the expectations of the drawing skills of engineers, not industrial designers.

The instructor showed several of the final projects to faculty colleagues in the College of Engineering, and the responses were overwhelmingly complimentary. Several faculty said that they look forward to having these students in future classes because it would be easier to teach them not only design, but also dynamics and other course content that requires freehand sketches, such as free body diagrams.

The literature has shown that freehand sketching is “visual thinking” and is a necessary part of the design process for engineers.\textsuperscript{1} The seminal Grinter Report emphasized the importance of
graphical expression for engineers, including sketching, as a means for creative thinking, spatial visualization, and the ability to convey ideas. However, freehand sketching has not been taught generally in engineering curricula in the U.S. in the last 20 years because of the prevalence of CAD software. It is important to distinguish between the purpose of freehand sketching and CAD software, as these two methods do not compete but complement each other. Freehand sketching is intended only for the concept and generation stage of design, while CAD is useful for working out the details of a design. In the freehand sketching course, the instructor intentionally did not use any instrument other than a pencil to avoid the comparison between manual drawing with mechanical instruments (similar to mechanical drafting before the 1990s) and CAD. The focus of the course was to teach students how to sketch anywhere with only a writing instrument and a surface, whether it is stationery paper, engineering paper with grid lines, backs of envelopes, or paper table cloths in restaurants. Design ideas can emerge at any time, and it is important to record those ideas, regardless of the limitations of the place.

This course should be assessed more rigorously in the future to determine if it meets the specific short-term goal of improving freehand sketching ability and the desired long-term learning outcome of improving the quality of design outcomes. Potential improvements in the assessment methods include:

- **Use of three or more reviewers to evaluate drawings using a scoring rubric.** The use of two reviewers in this study resulted in large variation between the two reviewers’ scores of pre- and post-test drawings and final projects, making it difficult to draw any useful conclusions regarding the effect of the course on the sketching abilities of engineering students. The third reviewer should be an engineer with extensive sketching experience and who is very familiar with sketches of other engineers.

- **Pipe fitting sketches created at the beginning, middle, and end of the course.** This will provide data to allow for three points of evaluation during the course which will show whether the rate of improvement (or lack of) changes during the first or second half of the course.

- **Assessment of students’ spatial ability at the beginning of the class.** A possible metric would be the 3D cube test that Schutze et. al. used at the beginning of their study to measure spatial ability of students.

- **Increased number of students in the course.** A larger sample size will help enhance the generalizability of the results to the engineering student population as well as increase the statistical power of analysis.

- **Use of graphical plots that show whether students with greater visual art talent (at the beginning of the course) improve (or degrade) their sketching ability at a different rate than students who have lower visual art talent.** This could help test the hypothesis that students with a lower level of talent would improve more than those with a higher level of talent. The sample size of 22 from the original class does not provide sufficient statistical power to test this hypothesis.

- **Comparison of final project sketches to sketches created by students who did not take the course.** This will provide a control group to which comparisons can be made.
Conclusion

Assessment results suggest that this course has the potential to improve a student’s ability to sketch objects, based on comparisons of pre- and post-test drawings and evaluations of final projects by outside reviewers. Feedback included a statistically significant and practical improvement of the scores of pre- and post-test drawings from one reviewer and positive observations by faculty colleagues. However, the course needs to be assessed more rigorously. When the course is repeated, more assessment measures described in this paper should be implemented. Future assessment data will be combined with data from the original course to determine if the course meets its short-term goal to improve freehand sketching ability of engineering students. Assessment of the long-term desired learning outcome to enhance the creativity and innovation of engineering student design projects will require additional time and effort.
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### Appendix 1: Likert scale for self-reported descriptions of visual art talent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I have absolutely no talent; I cannot even draw a stick figure well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I can draw a stick figure pretty well, but not anything more than that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I can draw a geometric object in top/side/front views that sort of looks like the object; people can recognize the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I can draw a geometric object in 3D (isometric or oblique) that sort of looks like the object; people can recognize the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I can draw a geometric object well in top/side/front views and in 3D (isometric or oblique, but not perspective); people can easily recognize the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I can draw and shade a geometric object well in top/side/front views and 3D (isometric or oblique); people can easily recognize the object, and they say “you can draw pretty well.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I can draw and shade an object with curves (like a shoe or car) well in top/side/front views and perspective (including isometric or oblique); people can easily recognize the object, and they say “you can draw really well.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>People say that I have enough talent to be a visual artist and possibly have a career in visual art.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I can draw objects and buildings as well as Frank Lloyd Wright did.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Description of activities in the ten classes

1. Draw the plastic pipe fitting in < 25 min (pre-test drawing); how to hold a pencil; draw lines of various weights; rotate paper so minimize angular deviation of the wrist; draw orthographic views of a cube (top, side, front)

2. Collect homework; review orthographic views of a cube; draw a circle with the 8-point method; draw orthographic views of a metal electrical box

3. Collect homework; review orthographic views of electrical box; draw isometric view of a cube; draw ellipses using the 8-point method

4. Collect homework; review circles and ellipses; draw electric box with isometric view

5. Collect homework; review isometric; draw cube with front oblique; draw circles and ellipses in front oblique; draw electric box in front oblique

6. Collect homework; review front oblique; draw cube with plan oblique; draw circles and ellipses in plan oblique; draw electric box in plan oblique

7. Collect homework; review plan oblique; introduce final project, which is a collection of five sheets of drawings of an engineered product (different views); review all drawing methods

8. Collect homework; draw the plastic pipe fitting in < 25 min (post-test drawing); discuss final project ideas with each student; work on final project in class

9. Discuss final project ideas with each student; work on final project in class

10. Turn in final project (min 5 pages of drawings)
Figure 1. One student’s pre-test (left) and post-test (right) sketch of a plastic pipe fitting. The pre- and post-test sketches were drawn in the first and eighth classes, respectively.

Figure 2. Example of one student’s final project. Orthographic drawings of a snow blower.
**Figure 3.** Example of one student’s final project. Isometric drawing of a snow blower.

**Figure 4.** Example of one student’s final project. Front oblique drawing of a snow blower.
Figure 5. Example of one student’s final project. Top (plan) oblique drawing of a snow blower.

Figure 6. Example of one student’s final project. Isometric drawing of parts and assembly of a snow blower.
**Figure 7.** Reviewer 1 scores of the sketches of the pipe fitting drawn in the first and eighth classes (1= poor, 7=excellent). Scores for 15 students improved (green), 3 decreased (red), and 4 stayed the same.

**Figure 8.** Reviewer 2 scores of the sketches of the pipe fitting drawn in the first and eighth classes (1= poor, 7=excellent). Scores for 11 students improved (green), 7 decreased (red), and 4 stayed the same.
Figure 9. Reviewers 1 and 2 scores of the final projects (1=poor, 7=excellent).